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SERVICE TROLLEY

Article-no.: MD750BOX
units:           1 SET

Two lockable 
Cabinets With tray 

For work plan

Article-no.: B750MD
units:           1 SET
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Structure of the BORA MEDICAL 750 service trolley:
- Plastic press in TURKIS-GREY
- 2 x 20 liter buckets with handle in BLUE and RED
- 4 x 6 liter buckets with sieve for preparation of wipes with handle in BLUE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, stored in cabinet
- Lockable cabinet (key) with plastic tub in GREY and plastic box in GREY-TURQUOISE
- Lockable lid (key) with tray (key)
- Shatterproof, very stable lockable doors
- Waste bag made of polyester in TURQUOISE with zipper on both sides for easy emptying 
  of disposal materials 
- Side shelf for mop holder or broom

The MEDICAL 750 line was specially developed for cleaning in the healthcare sector. 
Both the BORA MEDICAL 750 and the MEDICAL 750 X-LINE impress with their stability and user-friendliness. 
360° rotating, smooth-running wheels 150 mm ensure optimum mobility. The closed system with lockable cabinets and lids allows safe 
storage of accessories and ensures practical and safe working. 
The 4-color separated 6 liter buckets are stored in the cabinet and are not visible. The MEDICAL 750 X-LINE hygiene trolley allows pre-
soaking and carrying of mop covers with the existing box system. The frames of the MEDICAL 750 line are made of environmentally 
friendly recycled products, to reduce CO2 emissions.

With lockable compartment 
For e.g. documents or tablet

MEDICAL 750 X-LINE

WITH BOX SYSTEM

Design of the MEDICAL 750 X-LINE hygiene trolley with box system:
- 3 x mop boxes, color as desired RED or BLUE
- 4 x 6 liter buckets with sieve for preparation of cloths with handle in 
  BLUE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, stored in the cabinet
- Lockable cabinet (key) with plastic tub in GREY and 
  plastic box in GREY-TURKIS 
- Lockable lid (key) with tray (key) 
- Shatterproof, very stable lockable doors 
- Waste bag made of polyester in TURKIS with double-sided 
  zipper for easy emptying of disposal materials 
- Side shelf for mop holder or broom 
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